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QUESTION 1

Which of thefollowing should be avoided regarding the use of Match Improvement Strategy? 

A. Use only one Match Pass. 

B. Set critical values for important fields. 

C. Add additional passes. 

D. Adjust weights using weight overrides. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is DataStage/Quality Stage Administrator client used for? 

A. Setting up project properties. 

B. Scheduling jobs to execute. 

C. Compiling all the jobs at once. 

D. Exporting log messages for a job. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

When using QualityStage Match Stage, blocking strategy is used for ______________ 

A. grouping "like" records of high probability of match and comparing these records against all residual records. 

B. eliminating records that do not have data value in the blocking fields from further matching. 

C. grouping "like"records of high probability of match and comparing these records against records in other "blocks". 

D. grouping "like" records of high probability of match and comparing these records against each other. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

When using QualityStage Survive Stage, target fields of the "best" record are constructed with fields from different
records when the records _______________________ 

A. meet the conditions of the survivor rules explicitly and implicitly exclude target fields that have no rules. 
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B. meet the conditions of the survivor rules explicitly and implicitly include target fields that have no rules. 

C. meet the conditions of the survivor rules explicitly and have data values. 

D. meet the conditions of the survivor rules explicitly and have the longest string. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is NOT true regarding the use of weights in QualityStage Match? 

A. If a field matches, the agreement weight is used. 

B. Partial weight is assigned for non-exact or "fuzzy" matches. 

C. If a field doesn\\'t match, a default value of zero is used. 

D. All of above are true. 

Correct Answer: C 
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